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Introduction
The concept of a cut-set was introduced by Bell and Ginsburg [l] . In [4] it was proved that a countably chain-complete ordered set with the finite cut-set property contains no uncountable antichain. A partial order 9' is countably chain-complete if, for every countable chain C of 9, both sup C and inf C exist. It is o-chain-complete if, for every bounded countable chain C of 9, both sup C and inf C exist. If 9 is a o-chain-complete poset with the finite cut-set property then Todorcevic [7] proved that P is the union of countably many chains; in [6] it was proved that then every finite antichain of LF' is extendable to a maximal finite antichain. It follows from the examples given in [6] that if the upper bound of the sizes of the cut-sets of a partial order 9 is larger than one, then 9" can have arbitrarily large width. In contrast to that, it was proved [4] that if all chains and cut-sets are finite then 9 is finite. The relationship between the length, width and cut-set numbers of finite partial orders was investigated in [3] . Given an upper bound on the sizes of the chains and the cutsets of a partial order 9, [S] gives good upper bounds for the size of an antichain of 9. Here we investigate this problem in the case of infinite partial orders and graphs.
Let Y=(V,E) be a graph and VEV. C(v) will denote some maximal clique containing v and q(9) will denote the set of all maximal cliques of Y. S c V is a cut-set for v in V(9), iff:
(i) For all CE%?(%), Cn(Su{~})f@ (ii) No edge in E contains v and an element of S. Clearly, every VE V has a cut-set. S(v) will denote some cut-set for v which has minimal cardinality. If 9 is a partially ordered set and VEP, then S(v), C(v), U(P) refer to the comparability graph of 9. Note that a maximal clique of the comparability graph of a partial order 9 is a maximal chain of 9". We will say that K is reachable from v if, for some p < K and i < v, pi 2 K holds. AlsozE is weak K power weak v, that is, If K+V is finite then [3-53 and [S] provide good bounds for ZI(rc,v). We will restrict our investigation to the case where K + v is infinite. Under this restriction, we completely determine the functions T(K, v) and IZ(K, v). Let us first define, for KG v, the function E(K, V) aS fOllOWS:
otherwise.
O(K, v) then is defined as
otherwise. r (l,v) =l, T(~,v)=v, r(K, 1) = 1, T(rc, 2) = 2 and T(tc, 3) = K. Theorem 1.2. Zf ~26, ~33 and V+K>O, then ZZ(K, v) =O(K, v) . n(l, v)= 1, fl (2, v) =v,
The upper bounds
We will prove the stronger statement that if 99 = (V, E) is a graph which does not contain a complete subgraph with K elements and in which, for every vertex v, / {v} u S(v)) < v holds, then ) V) d 0 (K, v) . Throughout this paper, K + v will always be infinite.
The family 9 of sets is a d-system if, for any three sets A,& CE~, with A#B#C#A, AnB=BnC=AnC holds. If 9 is a d-system and A,BE~, then AnB is the root of the d-system. Note that if LP is a d-system with root R and A,B any two sets in 9, then the sets A -R and B -R are disjoint. In particular, the family Proof. For all p <E and A< v, we have pi <E and E is regular. Assume now to the contrary that 9 =( V, E) is a graph with I V 12 E which does not contain a complete subgraph of size K and, for every VE V, ) {v} u S( )I v <v. There is then a cardinal A<v and a set Tc V with I Tj = E such that VVE T( I(v) u S(v)) = ,I). Then, by [IS] , there exists WE T with I WI = E such that the family { {v} u S(v): VE W> forms a delta system of size E. Because for all vertices VET, I {v} u S(v) I = 2 < v < E, there is some WE W such that w is not an element of the root of the delta system. But C(w) then does not intersect the root of the delta system and, hence, 1 C(w)1 3 E 3 K, a contradiction. 
and v+k>o then T(K,v)<@(K,v).
Proof. Assume that K<V and that 9=( V, E) is a graph with I VI >E (K, v) . Also, in order to obtain a contradiction, assume that, for all vertices DE V, I S(v)1 <v and 9 does not contain a complete subgraph of size K. Define then V,,,,, = (K I/:
If VICKY and )P',,O,yOI>v~, then there is a set WGV~',,,,,, with ) WI > vo, such that the sets C(v) for UE W form a d-system (see e.g. [S] ). Because I WI >,v~>K~, there is some vertex WE W which is not in the root R of the d-system. No vertex of S(w) can be in R because w is adjacent to every vertex of R. But this then is not possible because if x,y~ W, with x#y, then (C(x)-R)n(C(y)-R)=@ and I S(x)1 < I WI. We conclude that if v. 3 ~~ then I V,,, y. I Q v?. Because K d v, there is, for each pair K~,v~, with~~dv~and~~<~,v~~v,apairIc,,v,with~~~~~ Proof. Let n be the minimal integer for which there is a counterexample. Clearly, n > 0. We will show that there is a counterexample for n -1. Let aE A be fixed, and let, for xESA(a),
Then A--(a) = U{B( x ) : xESA(a)} by the assumption. Hence, there is cESA(a), with IB(c)I > n!. Set B(c)=B and P'=BnE.
We claim that the partial order 9' induced by P' is a counterexample Proof. Assume for a contradiction that there is a graph 9 = (V, E) which has an independent set A with (A I = K, contains no clique of size K and is such that I S(u) I < 1 for every vertex UE V. For distinct vertices u, UEA, S(u)n C(v) #0; so, we may assume S(U)={U'}#~.
There is a set BsA, 
Example 1
Our final aim here is to construct a partial order Y(Jc, v) for all cardinals K~V> 1 and K infinite. 9'(rc, v) will, loosely speaking, consist of a tree P(K, v) which has its root as maximal element and a tree ~(Ic, v) which has its root as minimal element and ~(K,v) and S(K, v) have the same set of endpoints.
Figure 1 might be of some assistance. It shows 8(1,3), _9(1,3) and 9'(1,3). For infinite rc, imagine the threeelement line segments extended to length K. Also, in order to make the picture more readable, we have depicted the functions f from cc+ 1 to rc+2 as sequences without commas between the elements. So, for example, the function which maps 0 to 1, 1 to 2 and 2 to 0 is written as (120). The elements in the center of Fig. 1 , in between the elements (2, (ijk)) and [2, (@) I are of the form (3, ($0)) = [3, (ijko) ].
The construction of 9(x, v)
The vertex set of P(K, v) is the set of all pairs (a,_/), where (i) cldv is an ordinal number,
(ii) f: cx + 1 +K + 2 is a function with the added restriction that for i < a, f(i) is not a limit ordinal (f(a) may be a limit), and (iii) if c(=v, then f(v)=@
The elements of Y(K,v) are ordered in such a way that (a,f)>(/?,g) if and only if a<p, f(a)<g(m) and Vi<a, f(i)=g(i).
Note that (1) the set A = {(v, f): (v, j")&(q v)} is the set of minimal elements of 9(K, v), (2) P(K, v) is a tree and (3) (8, ((8,8)) ) is th e maximum element of P(K, v). We also note here that every maximal chain of P(K, v) contains one and only one element of the form (v, f). We then denote the chain generated by (v, f) with the symbol (v, f )p.
We associate with each (c(, g)EY(K v) four sets R(cc, g), r(c(, g), d(cc, g) and I(cc, g). (P4) Y (K, v) contains K' elements, it has a maximal antichain A of size K" and contains K' maximal chains.
The construction of Z?(K, v)
The vertices of L?(K, v) are all pairs [cc, f] , such that (i) a6v is an ordinal number, (ii) f: c1+ 1 +K + 2 is a function with the added restriction that, for i < LY, f(i) is not a limit ordinal (f(a) may be a limit), and (iii) if IX=V, then f(v)=@. [z,g] such that PEC. where V~YU, g(y)=g(y) and g(cc)=g(a)-1.
R(a,g)uLCa,glu{(a,~)} is an antichain cut-set of [cr,q], where Vy<cr, &)=g(y) and j(a)=g(a)+ 1.
is an antichain cut-set of (v,f).
(S5) Each element in Y'(rc, v) has an antichain cut-set of size not exceeding 2v.
(S6) If C is a maximal chain of Y(rc, v), then 1 Cl = K. (S7) 9'(~, v) contains IC' elements, it has a maximal antichain of size K" and contains K" maximal chains.
We collect now the above observations about the partially ordered set Y(K, v) and arrive at the following lemma. 
Example 2 The construction of a(~, v)
For K 2 v > 5 and K + v > KO, we define the partial order B(K, v) as follows:
(ii) If K > v 2 KO and IC is a limit which is either v+-reachable or singular, then we construct a(~, v') as follows: Let yi > v(i < cf K) be a strictly increasing sequence of successor cardinals cofinal in rc. (iii) In the case that K is a limit and v > 5 is finite, we construct L%(K, v) as follows: Note first that if (v, K) does not have property ( * ) then K is singular. Assume, therefore, also that K is singular. Let (Xi; iEcf rc) be different elements in the maximal antichain of S(cf rc, 1) and (yi; iEcf rc) a rc-cofinal sequence. We construct R(K, v) by replacing each Xi in S(cf Ic, 1) by S(yi, 1). Note that, for each element u of R(K, v), (S(v) Note, now that the following lemma holds. For v > K > 1, we define the partial order F(K, v) as follows:
(i) F(K+,v+) is a tree in which every element has v successors, every maximal chain contains K elements and has a maximal element.
(ii) Suppose, K a limit. Let (pi; igcfrc) be a sequence of successor cardinals with suppi=K and let T(K, v') be the disjoint union of T(pi,v+) (&cfK). (iii) Suppose that v is a limit which is either singular or k-+-reachable, with K is infinite. Let (yi; iecfv) be a sequence of successor cardinals cofinal in v, and let Xi (iEcfv) be distinct maximal elements of F(K, o) , where CT~K is a successor and a">cf v. We then construct F(K+, v) from F(K, a) by replacing each Xi with F(K', ri).
(iv) F(K, v) for v singular and v 2 3 finite. Let (yi; iEcf K) be a v cofinal sequence of successor cardinals. S(K, v) is then the disjoint union of the partial orders Y-(2, yi).
(v) F(K, v) with K d v are limit cardinals and v is either singular or K reachable. We choose successor cardinals p < K and CT<V such that oP>cfv and aP3~. Let (Ori; ill) and let (/Ii; iE1) be sequences of successor cardinals with ) I\ < OP and sup cli = K and SUP pi = v and CLi d pi. We then construct F(K, v) from T(p, CT) by replacing elements in the antichain of maximal elements of T(p, 0) with Y(cci, /Ii).
We arrive at the following lemma. Proof. Let (yi: igcfy) be a sequence of ordinals with sup yi = K. The vertex set of 9(rc) is the set V= UiECrK( {Xij: jE?i} U {yij: jEyi}U {Zi}). For i, kEcflc and jEi, lEk, we define the edges of 
